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Godphraim is an information technology training institute established in accordance with the
Nigeria law and regulations. At Godphraim Integrated Services, we believe in innovation and
management. If the world’s organizations and institutions were run more effectively, if our
leaders made better decisions, if people worked more productively, we believe that all of us;
employees, bosses, customers, our families, and the people our businesses affect - would be
better off. Therefore, the Godphraim Journal of Enterprise and Innovative Sciences was
established to collet technical and professional research work from researchers for publication
which will be used to solve our societal problems.

THE PUBLICATION
This research journal is conceived with a view to encourage and create an avenue for academia,
researchers, authors, employees, young researchers and others who are interested in research
work, the result of which will be published and be added to the compendium of research works
that contribute to knowledge development and provide technical information and new
developments in the field of; strategy, leadership, organizational change, sciences, negotiations,
operations, innovation, information technology (hard and soft), entrepreneurial sciences,
decision making, marketing, finance and work-life balance and other related areas. Godphraim
is using this medium to call for articles for publication in the Journal of Enterprise and
Innovative Sciences from Professors, Deans of Faculties, Heads of Departments, Lecturers,
independent academic researchers, students, professionals and the general public.

ARTICLE FORMAT
ALL articles to be submitted for publication in the Godphraim Journal of Enterprise and
Innovation Sciences should comply with Godphraim Manuscripts Template attached, (or
download at http://godphraim.com/) including the bellow format and instructions:
1.

Articles must be well researched on contemporary issues on strategy, leadership,
organizational change, sciences, negotiations, operations, innovation, information

technology (hard and soft), entrepreneurial sciences, decision making, marketing,
investment and finance, business, and work-life balance and other related areas.
2.

All articles should be typed on an A4 paper in not more than 25 pages using 14 points
font size and Times New Roman type with double line spacing. If otherwise, contact us
for discussion.

3.

The title page should include the title and author's contact information.

4.

The second page should include the title and an abstract not more than 300 words to
capture the main objective, methodology, findings/contribution to knowledge, practical
application to real life situation and recommendation(s) of the article.

5.

The text reference should follow APA format. Adjustments are to be appropriately made
if the material reference to, is Journal, magazine or newspaper. See Godphraim
Manuscripts Template attached for guide, or visit http://godphraim.com/ for more detail
and download the Authors Guide and the Manuscripts Template.

6.

Articles should be written in British or American English in a clear and concise
expression.

7.

A soft copy saved in Microsoft Word only should be sent to the address below:

CONTACT OUR EDITORIAL BOARD

Dr. Orbunde Hycinth
Phone No: +2348062950366
Email: orbunde62@gmail.com

Mr. Abenga Chivirter Raymond
Phone Nos: +2348165479428
+2348136670061
Email:
raymondabenga@ymail.com

Mr. Kyooso Wilfred Atonde
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Email: kyoosowilfred@gmail.com

Mr. Awase Emmanuel
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